CONTRACTOR KEY REQUIREMENTS

University of York Estates are committed to safeguarding the environment, and therefore all contractors on site must:

- Not cause pollution on campus (be aware that external drains can lead to the lakes)
- Not cause damage to the grounds/landscaping
- Arrange for off-site disposal of your own waste (don’t use University on-site bins)
- Keep noise and air emissions to a minimum
- Report environmental incidents to our Security Centre
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WHAT IS IT?
To improve the environmental performance of the University, the Estates Services have implemented a formal **Environmental Management System**.

This involves identifying all the impacts that our activities have on the environment, and putting controls in place to prevent environmental damage.

Our contractors are vital to the success of this, therefore as a contractor you must ensure that you do not cause pollution on our University site and comply with all environmental legislation.

You need to consider site specific issues that are unique to the University of York campus, which you may not have come across at other sites, including:

- There are two large lakes on campus, where surface water drains into.
- There are noise sensitive areas on-site, e.g., classrooms and bedrooms.
- We have award-winning campus grounds containing significant trees and biodiversity.

If you require any further information, have any environmental queries, or to report any environmental incident, please contact your University project manager, or our Security Centre (+44 (0)1904 323333) in case of an emergency.